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Article
Child sexual abuse allegations and s 60CC(2A): A new era?
Lisa Young,* Sandeep Dhillon^ and Laura Groves +
This article argues that the unacceptable risk test, as applied in cases where there are allegations of child sexual abuse
against a parent, deserves reconsideration in light of the introduction of s 60CC(2A). The article sets out briefly the
judicial exposition of the 'unacceptable risk' test and then provides a snapshot of the four predominant categories of
child sexual abuse cases that present to family courts and identifies where the application of the unacceptable risk test
presents particular problems. Prior critique of the test is then considered and it is argued that the test is fundamentally
flawed (in theory) and in practice poses significant dangers for abused children. The relevant amendments to Pt VII are
then outlined and the interpretation of s 60CC(2A) is discussed, including considering the impact of s 60CG. It is
argued that s 60CC(2A) demands a reconsideration of the unacceptable risk test in the context of child sexual abuse
cases and changes the statutorily mandated process of decision-making -- it should not be 'business as usual'.

Introduction
One of the most difficult decisions a family court judge can face is determining an application for parenting orders
where there is an unproven allegation of child sexual abuse (CSA) against a parent. The paramountcy principle applies
when making any parenting order; consequently, the overriding consideration is the best interests of the child.1 The
case law has long established the key question in the context of CSA is whether there is an 'unacceptable risk' to the
child of sexual abuse if an order is made permitting the child to spend time with that parent: M v M.2
The 'unacceptable risk' test has been the subject of rigorous academic and judicial critique, both as to its content and its
application. Notwithstanding this, in 1996 s 60CG(1)(b) (then s 68K) was added to Pt VII of the Family Law Act 1975
(Cth) (FLA);3 this section relates to protection from family violence, which includes CSA, and adopts the phrase
'unacceptable risk'. On 7 June 2012 another important amendment to Pt VII came into force;4 protection of children
from violence and abuse has been legislatively prioritised over the promotion of meaningful relationships between
children and their parents in determining the best interests of a child: s 60CC(2A). The most recent amendment only
applies to matters filed after 7 June 2012 and to date there has been little detailed judicial discussion of this provision.5
In this article we consider whether the unacceptable risk test deserves reconsideration in light of the impact of these
statutory amendments, most particularly the introduction of s 60CC(2A).6 This is a complex and very important issue,
and deserves detailed consideration, not least because of the documented difficulties in the family law context of
decision-making addressing harm in a 'shared parenting' environment. First, the article sets out briefly the judicial
exposition of the 'unacceptable risk' test. A snapshot is then provided of the four predominant categories of CSA cases
that present to family courts7 and we identify where the application of the unacceptable risk test presents particular
problems. Next, we discuss prior critique of the test, and go on to argue the test is fundamentally flawed (in theory at
least) and in practice poses significant dangers for abused children. We then outline the relevant amendments to Pt VII
and consider how s 60CC(2A) might be interpreted, including a discussion of the impact of s 60CG. We argue
s 60CC(2A) has the potential to provide a catalyst for a reconsideration of the unacceptable risk test in the context of
CSA cases and changes the statutorily mandated process of decision-making -- it should not be 'business as usual'. This
discussion necessarily considers the existence, and impact, of widely held myths as to how the family courts deal with
CSA allegations.
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The Unacceptable Risk Test: M v M
The unacceptable risk test set out in the High Court case of M v M8 purports to balance the risk of detriment to a child
from sexual abuse against the possible benefits that child may gain from spending time with the parent accused of
abuse.9 The basic premise of this deceptively simple test is that a court should not make orders that will expose a child
to an 'unacceptable risk' of abuse.
In M v M, the evidence included the mother's claims in relation to what the 4 year old child had said, inconclusive
medical evidence and statements made by the child to a police officer and a child psychologist consistent with sexual
abuse and with the mother's evidence. The child psychologist formed the view the child had been abused, although not
necessarily by the father. It was accepted the mother held a genuine belief the child had been sexually abused by the
father; the father denied the allegations. Gun J suspended contact, considering there was a possibility the father had
abused the child and it would be best for the child to eliminate any future risk. A majority of the Full Family Court of
Australia dismissed the father's appeal,10 however, Nicholson CJ dissented on the ground that parent/child contact
should not be denied simply because there was a possibility that time with the father would expose the child to sexual
abuse. His Honour considered there must be 'a real or substantial risk of such abuse occurring as a practical reality'.11
The father's High Court appeal was unanimously dismissed. Importantly, the High Court rejected the father's argument
that if the court fails to find, on the balance of probabilities, that a parent has abused a child in the past, then this is the
end of the matter. M v M also indicates that although a finding that a person has sexually abused the child would
strongly suggest a future risk, such a finding is not a necessary precondition for a finding of unacceptable risk.12
Furthermore, even though there may be a finding a person has abused a child, there could also be evidence which would
lead the court not to make a finding of unacceptable risk.13 Fogarty J has summarised the principles that emerge from
M v M as follows: 14
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

The decisive issue is and always remains the best interests of that child.
All other issues are subservient.
The nature of the risk is best expressed by the term 'unacceptable risk'. It is an evaluation of the nature
and degree of the risk and whether, with or without safeguards, it is acceptable.
Where past abuse of a child is alleged it is usually neither necessary nor desirable to reach a definitive
conclusion on that issue. Where, however, that is done the Briginshaw civil standard of proof applies.
The circumstance, if it be so, that the allegation of past abuse is not proved in accordance with
Briginshaw, does not impede reliance upon those circumstances in determining whether there is an
unacceptable risk.
The concentration in these cases should normally be upon the question whether there is an unacceptable
risk to the child.
The onus of proof in reaching that conclusion is the ordinary civil standard.
But the components which go to make up that conclusion need not each be established on the balance of
probabilities. The court may reach a conclusion of unacceptable risk from the accumulation of factors,
none or some only of which, are proved to that standard.

The test in Briginshaw is now set out in s 140(2) of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth), which requires the court to take into
account, among other things, the 'gravity of the matters alleged'.15 The effect is that the standard of proof in relation to
the finding of past abuse is at the high end of the civil scale; this is crucial if, as we later suggest, a finding as to whether
a risk is unacceptable is in practice often determined by whether there is a finding of past abuse.
In In the Marriage of N and S,16 Fogarty J posed a number of questions which his Honour said provide a structure or
framework for assessing whether there is an unacceptable risk of abuse:
What is the nature of the events alleged to have taken place? Who has made the allegations? To whom have the allegations been
made? What level of detail do they involve? Over what period of time have the allegations been made? Over what period of time
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are the events alleged to have occurred? What are the effects exhibited by the child? What is the basis of the allegations? Are the
allegations reasonably based? Are the allegations genuinely believed by the person making them? What expert evidence has been
provided? Are there satisfactory explanations of the allegations apart from sexual abuse? What are the likely future effects on the
child?17

These questions are frequently utilised by decision-makers.18
While some commentary suggests the unacceptable risk test only applies when a finding cannot be made either way as
to the happening of the alleged abuse,19 that is not consistent with the clear words of M v M.20 It should also be noted
that the unacceptable risk formulation is applied, though not universally, to cases that do not involve CSA allegations.21
In Johnson v Page,22 the Full Court said the test also applies to allegations of 'serious abuse' of the child, and when 'it is
asserted there is an unacceptable risk of harm to the child if the child spends time with a parent'.23 The High Court in M
v M framed its test in terms of sexual abuse, however, this was in the context of determining what level of risk, more
generally, was such that a parent would be denied access to their child.24 Moreover, as is discussed later, s 60CG
requires that decision-makers ensure, to the extent possible, that parenting orders do not expose any person to 'an
unacceptable risk' of family violence. However, not all cases involving allegations of violence, or even serious violence,
overtly refer to this phrase.25 In this article, we focus specifically on CSA cases, where the 'test' is routinely applied.26

Predominant factual matrices
By their very nature, disputes involving allegations of parental CSA are destined to be overrepresented in the population
of cases that require judicial determination. A very common feature of such cases is that the parent making the
allegation (or bringing forward an allegation by a child) seeks an order that the other parent's contact with the child be
suspended or supervised. With such high stakes, and given neither guilty nor innocent parents are likely to concede the
matter, compromise is difficult to achieve. However, not every case involving an allegation of parental CSA presents
the same degree of difficulty for a decision-maker. While all cases are different, these cases naturally fall into a number
of distinct factual matrices. As we shall see, M v M fell into the category of case that presents the most difficulty for
decision-makers;27 though somewhat trite, we might ask ourselves whether 'hard cases make bad law'.
Substantial evidence of past sexual abuse of the child
As Carmody J said, '[p]ositive findings of sexual abuse are uncommonly rare in family proceedings'.28 It is notoriously
difficult to prove child sexual assault. Medical evidence may be inconclusive29 (and may fail to identify an abuser),
children can be reluctant to disclose,30 their statements may lack contextual detail and be viewed with more scepticism
than those of adults,31 abused children may recant confessions,32 appear keen to have contact even with an abusive
parent, and there are rarely any witnesses. Moreover, where disclosure is made to a trusted adult, which might well be a
primary carer mother in a separated family, the mother faces being seen to have a vested interest in bringing forward a
disclosure as a basis for curtailing contact.33 As one would expect, where there is significant evidence of sexual abuse
by a parent the case is unlikely to result in a trial; certainly few such cases are reported.34 However, there are some
cases that end in trial where the evidence by an older child is very compelling35 or there is sufficient corroboration of
the evidence.36 In such a case, a finding of abuse may well eventuate and it is not difficult for the conclusion to be
reached that there is an unacceptable risk of abuse and suspended contact may well follow.37
Substantial evidence of 'external' risk factors
In a few cases, there is evidence that points towards the potential for a parent to be an abuser, though there is no specific
allegation in relation to the children of the parents. In Nikolakis v Nikolakis38 the allegations were that the father had
engaged in '"predatory sexual behaviour" with other children'39 and accordingly the parties' children were at risk of
similar abuse if they spent unsupervised time with the father. The father was accused on two separate occasions of
drugging and sexually assaulting children in his care. The father was charged in relation to one incident and later
convicted of indecent assault of a child under the age of 10 though this was overturned on appeal. The trial judge
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concluded that the evidence of those two incidents alone fell short of satisfying the court to the requisite standard that
the father posed an unacceptable risk of abuse to the children. However, prior to the parties' separation the children were
aware the father was having an affair; the father instructed them not to tell their mother, and they complied. The trial
judge cited evidence from an expert witness that, given the children's silence on this issue, the children may not disclose
to the mother if they were sexually abused by the father in the future. Referring to M v M, the trial judge concluded that
in combination the evidence satisfied the court to the requisite standard that there was an unacceptable risk of sexual
abuse of the children if they were to spend unsupervised time with the father in the future.40 The court did not have any
confidence that the children could confide in their mother if they felt uncomfortable about the father's conduct towards
them which in most cases would likely minimise the risk of inappropriate conduct occurring or reoccurring.41 This
shifted the balance in favour of finding there was an unacceptable risk of sexual abuse by the father. The father's appeal
was unsuccessful, the Full Court acknowledging that external risk factors might well lead to a finding of an
unacceptable risk of abuse.
Of course, external risk factors may also weigh in combination with evidence of the sexual abuse of the child of the
parents (in circumstances where that alone would not suffice) to give rise to a finding of an unacceptable risk. This was
the finding of Austin J in Hasset v Weader42 where quite compelling disclosures by a young child were not sufficient on
their own, but when weighed together with the father's abuse of alcohol led to an overall finding of an unacceptable risk
of harm to the child.43
Insubstantial evidence of sexual abuse of the child
In some cases a parent -- more usually a mother44 -- will hold a strong conviction that a child has been abused by the
other parent, but the supporting evidence is weak.45 In such cases, even if the belief is found to be genuinely held, this
conviction may be found to be 'unreasonable' on the part of the mother.46 If the court finds the mother is unlikely to
change her attitude and beliefs concerning the father (whether because she is unwilling or unable to do so) and considers
this will impact on the time the child spends with the father, the court may well find no unacceptable risk of abuse by
the father exists and even place the child in the father's care.47
Moreover, if a mother is considered to be an anxious and overprotective parent, to have fabricated or significantly
exaggerated the evidence of abuse,48 or otherwise to be imparting her view that the child was sexually abused onto the
child, the court may conclude the mother poses an unacceptable risk of psychological harm towards the child. Then, not
only may the child be placed in the father's care, but the mother may only be permitted supervised time with the child.49
In Steel v Galloway,50 the mother, along with the father's brother and his wife, alleged the child had been sexually
abused by the father. The child demonstrated aggressive behaviour towards other children and also exhibited signs of
sexualised behaviour. However, the expert psychologist51 concluded that 'the child demonstrated a secure attachment
with the father and an insecure and anxious attachment to the mother'.52 Further, the trial judge considered the uncle and
his wife were all but personally obsessed with sexual abuse. Relying on the expert's conclusions the trial judge ordered
care be reversed, the child live with the father and spend supervised time with the mother, with provision for the mother
to have unsupervised time after a year. This was primarily due to the mother's potentially adverse psychological impact
on the child as it was found to be unlikely the mother could change her views on the question of CSA.53 In Grandhouse
v Grandhouse,54 the mother held a strong belief the father had sexually and physically abused the child. Le Poer
Trench J found the mother had fabricated and significantly exaggerated the evidence. Orders were made that the child
live with the father and spend supervised time with the mother.
Of course, whether evidence of abuse is substantial or not is a matter of interpretation for the judicial officer. In Kirby &
Holmes,55 the child was alleged to have made graphic disclosures to the mother, some of which were repeated to a
number of third party professionals, and the father agreed the child had exhibited some of the less extreme behaviours
alleged by the mother. However, external investigation concluded there was insufficient evidence to establish any risk
of abuse. In this case, Tree J left the child in the mother's primary care, set up a contact regime and ordered the mother
to undergo treatment, which was to be reviewed at a later point; there was a clear warning however that a failure to
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change her approach to the issue of sexual abuse could threaten the mother's long term care of the child.56
CSA is difficult to prove, even when it has occurred. When there has not been any abuse, then it will be all but
impossible for a parent to lead sufficient evidence to establish the allegation. Such cases may involve a genuine, but
mistakenly held belief of abuse, or a deliberately false allegation.57 What is clear is that where CSA is unsupported by
any credible evidence, and the parent making the allegation is implacable in their opposition to contact with the other
parent, then the court may very well reverse care with the possibility of limited contact with the parent making the
allegation.
As has been argued elsewhere,58 and as is further supported by the cases cited in the next section of this article, there is
therefore little to support the claim that CSA is 'easy to allege but difficult to disprove' in family court.59 Indeed, it is
difficult to imagine a lawyer advising a parent to persist with CSA allegations for which there was little supporting
evidence; at the very least they would have to warn of the significant risk such a position entailed.60 As shown below,
judicial officers are acutely aware of the possibility of, and dangers arising from, false allegations.61 Again, in terms of
application of the unacceptable risk test to CSA allegations, these cases do not provide significant difficulty for judicial
officers.62
Inconclusive evidence of sexual abuse of the child
On some occasions, the court will find itself confronted with evidence which it considers is inconclusive either as to the
fact of abuse or as to the perpetrator. This is precisely how M v M presented and so was the context in which this test
was developed; but is the outcome of this now rather old decision indicative of judicial decision-making generally
today, particularly in light of the pro-shared parenting reforms of 199663 and 2006?64
Even before those reforms, there were judicial decisions (perhaps the best known, and most critiqued,65 is Re W (Sex
Abuse: Standard of Proof))66 indicating the balance had already tipped in favour of preserving contact. Carson, in the
research for her unpublished PhD thesis, concluded that a consideration of a sample of pre-2006 cases involving CSA
allegations showed a focus on establishing the truth or otherwise of the allegation and conceiving the primary potential
harm to children being the potential loss of parental contact, rather than abuse.67
The degree of evidence required to prove past abuse is high and the cases indicate that even where the child has made
disclosures (and note that children rarely give direct evidence in Australian family courts)68 some corroborative
evidence will usually also be required before any finding of abuse is made.69 The Full Court in Nikolakis quoted
Carmody J in Murphy & Murphy70 saying:
without the alleged victims giving direct evidence, the forensic investigation of the sexual abuse issue may well be inadequate, and
the evidence insufficiently exact, definite or precise enough to meet the requisite standard. Without any independent source of
substantiation or corroborative confirmation of the alleged abuse, secondary evidence of untested disclosures of alleged child
victims, will rarely satisfy the court on the balance of probabilities of anything ...71

In Nikolakis, the Full Court said the trial judge had been mindful of cases which cautioned first instance judges against
falling back on a finding of unacceptable risk where they had insufficient evidence of abuse but were left with an
'uncomfortable or uneasy feeling'.72
In Hemiro and Sinla,73 Brown J listed a common set of factors which contribute to the inability to find abuse
established including: inconsistent statements made by the child with regards to the abuse,74 inconclusive medical
examinations,75 perceived contaminated interviewing,76 perceived maternal preoccupation with the potential for sexual
abuse,77 an absence of any, or any sustained, sexual themes in the child's play, a child's lack of fear of their father78 and
any perceived pressure on a child to make disclosures, by the mother or any other person.79 As many of these factors
might be present in a case where there was sexual abuse, these 'factors' highlight the cautious approach that is taken to
assessing allegations of CSA.
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While it is possible (though difficult) to locate cases where a finding of unacceptable risk has resulted on the basis of
uncorroborated disclosures by a child and resulted in limited contact,80 there are, conversely, many such cases where
the finding is that there is no unacceptable risk of abuse.81 The shared parenting reforms of 2006 increased the
emphasis on maintaining child-parent relationships; those amendments have been criticised for shifting the balance too
far in favour of shared care in cases where violence is concerned. Thus, one might well predict that cases heard
post-2006 may not reflect the outcome in M v M, but rather tend to favour preserving contact, in line with the thinking
in Re W (Sex Abuse: Standard of Proof).
In Knibbs v Knibbs,82 the two children, a male aged 11 (N) and a female aged 6 (S), both made several disclosures to
several persons regarding the father. The disclosures made to the mother by S included disclosures where she described
her father touching her inappropriately at a swimming pool. Disclosures were also made by N to his mother where he
described in detail being touched inappropriately by the father on a number of occasions while spending overnight time
with him. These were repeated to an interviewing police officer. S then made further statements which were indicative
of abuse by the father.
Despite detailed disclosures, the trial judge did not make any positive findings of abuse. This was partly because he
believed the children had been influenced by their mother as a result of her questioning them in regard to the incidents.
He also found that the father seemed genuinely shocked when faced with the allegations of abuse and overall the father
impressed him as a frank and candid witness.83 Despite the various disclosures made by the children, the trial judge
held the father to be a man 'incapable of sexually abusing' his children,84 and found there was no unacceptable risk if
the children were to spend unsupervised time with him. Cases such as these indicate that, despite the outcome in M v M,
a mere 'lingering doubt' or vague suspicion of sexual abuse is unlikely, without more, to be sufficient to result in
suspended contact with a parent (though it might be said that the evidence amounted to more in this case). Further,
even if there is found to be a risk of sexual abuse of a child, a decision-maker may well conclude that by putting in
place protective measures, the risk is rendered acceptable.85
Moreover, it is quite possible in this category of case for there to be an order that the child spend substantial and
significant time with the father against whom the allegation has been made.86 Care is unlikely to be reversed, as there is
at least sufficient evidence to render the mother's concerns 'reasonable'. For this reason, in this difficult category of case,
it may be strategically important for mothers to 'let go' of their fears, notwithstanding the evidence presented, or the
danger of a reversal of care may materialise. Once a finding of no unacceptable risk is made, then contact is very likely
to be ordered, and the parent bringing forward the allegation will be compelled to facilitate contact. That is, a parent
may be expected to approach their parenting in a way we would not tolerate for intact families; if abuse is not proved
they may be expected to behave as if it did not happen, regardless of the evidence presented.
The unacceptable risk test is not challenged by the cases in the first three categories set out above; one would not need
to be so careful in choosing the parameters of the test if confronted only with the relatively 'easy' cases. It is precisely
because of concerns about 'getting it wrong' in the last category that a case such as M v M reached the High Court. As
we can see from the above, there is every chance that if abuse is not proved (and abuse is rarely proved), there will be a
finding of no unacceptable risk, and (if the mother can manage it) the ultimate outcome may be some degree of shared
parenting; if the mother cannot acquiesce convincingly, a reversal of care is possible. Moreover, as discussed below,
judicial officers are acutely aware of the potential for false allegations and regularly refer to the serious dangers
associated with curtailing contact with a parent.87
It might be argued that the picture presented above is inaccurate, as outcomes in final decisions may be misleading due
to the impact of interim orders suspending contact.88 There is an absence of data in this regard,89 however, case law
does not suggest that interim orders invariably suspend contact where CSA allegations emerge.90 Farina v Farina91
involved an interim decision where the evidence was such that the judicial officer found there was a possibility of abuse
by the father (in light of disclosures and sexualised behaviour), but refused to suspend contact pending a further report,
opting instead for supervised contact. In quoting the Full Court in Re W (Sex Abuse: Standard of Proof),92 this judicial
officer evidenced the very high priority placed on guarding against the consequences of a false positive at this stage:
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A false negative finding accompanied by appropriate safeguards as to the future relationship between parent and child, such as
adequate supervision to guard against possible abuse, may be far less disastrous for the child than an erroneous positive finding that
leads to a cessation of the parent-child relationship. The court needs to remain conscious of this imperfection at all times ...93

Critique of the 'unacceptable risk' test
In M v M, the High Court noted that previous attempts to 'define with greater precision the magnitude of the risk which
will justify a court in denying a parent access to a child' had 'resulted in a variety of formulations ...' and that '[t]his
imposing array indicates that the courts are striving for a greater degree of definition than the subject is capable of
yielding'.94 And yet it selected one of those formulations, with little discussion as to the reason for its choice.95 M v M
is just 27 paragraphs long. It very firmly sets the task of considering CSA allegations within the broader context of the
application of the best interests principle, though the High Court did not give detailed consideration to precisely what
that involves. However, it highlighted the fundamentally different nature of this process from that of most civil trials,
which very often focus on liability for past actions, and thus whether or not those actions can be proved:
After all, in deciding what is in the best interests of a child, the Family Court is frequently called upon to assess and evaluate the
likelihood or possibility of events or occurrences which, if they come about, will have a detrimental impact on the child's
welfare.96

But herein lies the conundrum. The test was developed because of the category of 'hard' cases -- and yet that is
precisely where its weakness is revealed. The test rests on an assessment of the probability of future abuse;97 when
usually the only fact that could provide the basis for assessing the risk of future abuse is the fact of past abuse, the
determination of that fact inevitably becomes the central -- and potentially determinative -- issue. As Parkinson has
noted in this context:
There is no such thing in law as an unestablished fact, for if it is unestablished, then in law it does not represent a fact at all. All
findings of fact are binary in nature. Either a fact is proven or it is not. An event occurred, or it did not. The abuse happened, or it
did not.98

Assessing risk rests on a calculation of the probability of future events happening.99 However, the probability of an
event cannot be determined if certain key facts are not known -- if one does not know how many red and yellow balls
there are in a container, then one simply cannot assess the probability of selecting either a red or yellow ball. There
may be no yellow balls (ie, no abuse) or all yellow balls (ongoing abuse). Without 'knowing' that piece of the puzzle the
court is simply unable to predict risk, other than on general factors that might predict the likelihood of anyone sexually
abusing a child. The factors that go to proving whether or not abuse occurred in the past cannot assist in determining
whether future abuse is likely, if no conclusion was able to be drawn about the happening of the past abuse; this is a
fundamental problem with most of the factors outlined in N and s and Separate Representative, which are so routinely
relied upon by the Family Court as relevant questions in deciding whether there is an unacceptable risk of future abuse.
That list conflates the two processes of determining past abuse and assessing future risk.100 For example, the level of
detail of a disclosure by a child will be relevant to whether a finding of abuse can be made; however without knowing if
the abuse occurred, that factor cannot help predict the future risk of abuse. If both proving the abuse and determining if
there is an unacceptable risk of abuse depend on the same process of assessing the strength of the evidence of abuse,
this will naturally lead to a conflation of those issues and increase the likelihood that a finding of no abuse will lead
inexorably to a finding of no unacceptable risk. This creates something of a cliff effect, so that a finding of no abuse has
the potential to shift the focus immediately to the question of how to promote contact.
But the High Court exhorts judges both to assess risk and to avoid making findings on the one matter that is crucial to
the assessment of that risk (on the basis of unexplained 'family' considerations). It is little wonder the Full Court has
said that, despite there being no requirement to prove abuse and authority to support caution in doing so, invariably an
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investigation into the happening of that event will occur.101
In many cases it will not be possible to make a finding as to whether the abuse occurred, and so this crucial piece in the
puzzle for assessing risk remains unavailable to the decision-maker. Of course, a finding that abuse is not proved is not
a finding that abuse did not happen. As Faulks J noted in Kings and Murray,102 this leaves the judge in a bind when
trying to apply the unacceptable risk test:
... I do not derive any significant assistance from the concept of unacceptable risk. If, as I have suggested, I am unable conclusively
to determine on the basis of the evidence before me whether something has happened or not, in my opinion, it seems to me that it is
almost impossible for me then to say that there still might be a risk that it something [sic] may have happened and that therefore the
child should spend no time with her father ... Nor could I alternatively conclude that there is no risk, because I have not been able to
find it and that therefore there should be unqualified time spent between the father and the child.103

This underlying flaw in the test is the genesis of the two different strands of critique that have evolved. One long
standing and persistent strand rests on the fear that, where there is suspicion but no proof, judges will use the test to
justify curtailing contact 'just to be safe'.104 This fear is well evidenced in a recent paper by Fryer105 which recites the
issue as seen by critics:
The knowingly false allegation is especially contemptuous. No allegation is easier to make or more difficult to refute. It reverses
the presumption of innocence and places an almost impossible burden on an accused parent to disprove a non-event. The nature of
the false allegation ... is seen by the accusing parent as a tool, regarded as de rigeur, and alleged without any regard for the
devastating consequences. The brutal reality for an accused parent is the cessation of any meaningful relationship between the
child and themselves for the duration of any proceedings and, most likely, beyond. The malicious word of a former partner, or a
coached word of an innocent child, is quite simply all that is needed to ruin lives ... Because the court is only required to decide on
the balance of probabilities, a cloud of doubt will forever linger over the accused and the court will invariably maintain a cautious
approach when making a final order, due largely to the inconclusiveness of its own findings.106

This has a well-worn ring to it; that 'the problem' in sexual abuse cases is rampant false claims by malicious mothers. To
support the claim that false allegations are 'rife' in Australian family courts, Fryer provides some statistics, however,
there is no consideration of what that data says about the likelihood of actual abuse being detected by the court, nor of
the statistics on prevalence rates of child sexual abuse.107 The focus on mothers as the predominant claimants gives no
consideration to the data on who primarily sexually abuses children108 nor does it consider to whom children might be
most likely to disclose. No consideration is given to false denials as a problem. Most notably, however, the statements
in the above extract about what courts do (that is, how the unacceptable risk test operates), are not supported by
reference to any actual case outcomes. Fryer's approach to this topic is heralded by his opening the paper with the
surprising statement that the family court is well placed to, and deals well with, violence issues109 -- a claim in stark
contrast to research findings which resulted in recent amendments to Pt VII.110
This preoccupation with false positives and false allegations is not a new phenomenon.111 Others have complained in
this vein that, based on M v M, '[u]ltimately, it may be a matter of a "gut feeling": "even intuition and guesswork"'.112
But case law does not bear this out, and commentators and the judiciary have highlighted the countervailing strand of
critique of this test,113 namely, that it has resulted in an inappropriate judicial over-concern about 'false positives', with
some disturbing judicial comments reflecting this,114 in particular a suggestion that false positives are more concerning
than false negatives. As Fogarty J notes:
It is a mistake for the Full Court to state the problem in a way that suggests that the adverse consequences of one wrong conclusion
-- a false finding that there has been sexual abuse (when the child has actually not been abused) -- are necessarily more damaging
than those of the other wrong conclusion -- a finding that there has not been sexual abuse (when in fact the child was abused) ...
The gravity of such consequences has always been acknowledged. But to start with an entrenched view that the consequences
'cannot be overstated' or are 'too horrible to contemplate' warps the process explained by the High Court.115

The fear of the impact of 'lingering doubts' on decision-making has led some commentators to suggest a different
approach should be adopted. Roebuck has argued that:
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In cases where allegations have been made and some evidence exists as to past sexual abuse, the court should make a decision
based on the relevant facts as proved, on the balance of probabilities, as to whether abuse has taken place. In these cases the court
should effectively 'level the playing field' in order to see clearly and objectively, without the influence of 'lingering doubts' or mere
suspicion.116

Similarly, in Bates' view:
it may be all too easy to ignore traditional and appropriate legal safeguards in order to punish an alleged perpetrator, a course of
action which can be justified or rationalised by the stated goal of the protection of the child's welfare or best interests. One, it is
suggested, must be immediately disturbed by an articulated view that findings of fact are not central to any adjudication relating to
serious allegations in family law proceedings. 117

The advantage of the approach of Roebuck is that it does away with the fiction that the court can accurately assess the
risk of future abuse in the absence of definite knowledge as to whether past abuse occurred.118 However intuitively
attractive, we would suggest there are potential dangers with this approach. The only impact such a change could have
would be to weaken the protection of children. As it presently stands in terms of cases that are decided by the court, a
likely outcome is that where there has not been abuse, children are still seeing their fathers, notwithstanding the
allegation of abuse. We are not aware of any evidence that establishes otherwise and case reports (as discussed above)
suggest this. Conversely, there must be a high likelihood that some abused children are falling through the gaps due to
the difficulty of establishing abuse.119 At least with the present test, there is the possibility that, due to uncertainty as to
the existence of past abuse, measures will be put in place by the court to provide some protection for those cases where
abuse has occurred but cannot be proved (supervision for example). Moreover, true allegations are more likely to be
brought forward in this environment. Just as with family violence more generally, the spectre of some false allegations
(which is a feature of all litigation) should not weaken the protection given to actual victims of violence. If the
suggested alternative approach were adopted, it is possible the court would consider protective measures were not
required as no abuse had been proved and no order should be made based on an unproved allegation. Thus, either
outcomes would be the same, or they would be less protective. There is no possibility of such an approach providing
greater protection for abused children.
At one level, this all makes a strong argument for retaining the unacceptable risk test in its present form; while it may
not protect all children from real abuse, it has a greater chance of protecting some of them, even when abuse cannot be
definitively proved, than an approach such as Roebuck suggests. Reflecting this more protective approach, Chisholm
considers the test, used in the context of the best interests principle, is sufficiently clear, and necessarily flexible.120
Thus, the reason some continue to support the unacceptable risk test (and the reason for rejecting the suggested
alternative approach) is that it is in keeping with the core function of the court. As its supporters rightly assert, the test
must be looked at in the context of the general application of the best interests principle; it can hardly be in a child's best
interests for a parenting order to expose them to an 'unacceptable' risk of abuse. The court is exercising a discretion
based on the information it has before it; there is no 'right' answer even if a past fact is conclusively proved (and many
are not) because ultimately the future is being predicted. The routine business of the court is to put weight on the
evidence before it, and come up with the solution that it believes best promotes the future interests of the child in light
of that evidence (and that will include trying not to make orders that expose children to unacceptable levels of risk). The
court is very often in the position of trying to predict outcomes for children against a backdrop of evidence that points to
conflicting outcomes. If there is evidence of sexualised behaviour by a child, the court must consider that evidence; it
cannot be discounted as irrelevant because it does not conclusively prove CSA (which may happen to be the reason why
that particular evidence is led). To do otherwise is to turn the case into a civil trial on the matter of CSA. While the
unacceptable risk test may itself rely on a fiction, it makes some sense in light of the overall nature of the power being
exercised.
There has been decision-making which reflects this approach. Indeed, in In the Marriage of N and S, and before setting
out his list of questions and reverting to the unacceptable risk phraseology, Fogarty J said:
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The High Court's decision must be read as taking a cautious approach to the issue, in light of the paramountcy of the welfare of the
child, and the gravity of the possible effects of sexual abuse. Largely it means that if there is an ascertainable risk of harm the court
must so mould its orders as to avoid exposure of the child to that harm.121

The test might be seen, therefore, as judicial shorthand for what the family court does all the time -- look at the evidence
as to what has happened in the past and try and predict what will be the best parenting option for the child in the future.
The predictive nature of the exercise is the same whether CSA allegations are involved or not. The court has no doubt
striven to formulate, and give content to, a test in this regard because of the perceived seriousness of CSA, both in terms
of its potential effects on a child, and what it says about an abuser as a potential parent, and the consequences that flow
therefrom.
However, it is difficult to articulate a logical rationale for developing a 'test' for what is simply one example of the
application of the best interests principle.122 Further, the current formulation is problematic. First, it leads to an
(inevitably futile) attempt to describe whether a particular risk is acceptable or unacceptable, when in fact in (at least)
the difficult cases the actual risk cannot be assessed. Second, it encourages outcomes that are all but predetermined
depending on whether the abuse is proved or not due to the very high standard of proof in relation to a finding of abuse;
that is, it is extremely difficult to secure a finding of an unacceptable risk of abuse in the absence of a finding of abuse
and this leads to conflation of the issues.123 Third, as Faulks J indicated, the sheer illogicality of the test in these hard
cases creates obstacles, not assistance, to decision-making and has resulted in some judges adopting a stance which
prioritises parent-child contact over the protection of children.
As the Full Court recently emphasised in Simmons & Kingley,124 the legislation provides a pathway for resolving
parenting disputes and this does not include any reference to 'unacceptable risk'.125 In the context of a different type of
risk of harm to the child,126 their Honours pointed to the words of s 60CC(2)(b) -- which refers to the 'need to protect'
the child from harm -- as requiring only that 'any relevant risk ... be identified and assessed'.127 In this case, the trial
judge had on a few occasions used the expression 'unacceptable risk', however, on appeal it was argued she should have
referred to 'unacceptable risk authorities', which she had not done; the appeal failed.
In addition, further thought needs to be given to the application of the Briginshaw128 test in this context. This test was
formulated in a divorce case, where proof of allegations of adultery was essential to the grant of the divorce. Dixon J
famously said:
when the law requires the proof of any fact, the tribunal must feel an actual persuasion of its occurrence or existence before it can
be found. It cannot be found as a result of a mere mechanical comparison of probabilities independently of any belief in its reality.
No doubt an opinion that a state of acts exists may be held according to indefinite gradations of certainty ... [At common law ] ... it
is enough that the affirmative of an allegation is made out to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal. But reasonable satisfaction
is not a state of mind that is attained or established independently of the nature and consequences of the fact or facts to be proved.
The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a given description, or the gravity of the
consequences flowing from a particular finding are considerations which must affect the answer ...129

This statement is accepted as forming the basis of s 140 of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth), which relevantly says the
following as to how a civil court is to be satisfied on a balance of probabilities:
(2)

Without limiting the matters that the court may take into account in deciding whether it is so satisfied, it is to
take into account:

(a)
(b)
(c)

The nature of the cause of action or defence;, and
The nature of the subject-matter of the proceeding; and
The gravity of the matters alleged.
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A number of issues arise in relation to the application of this section in CSA cases in family court. First, when does this
higher civil standard apply? Certainly it applies to a finding of sexual abuse by a parent. Some judges have also
suggested that it may apply to a finding that a parent is making tactical false allegations of sexual abuse, as such a
finding could result in limited or no contact with that parent.130 If no finding of sexual abuse is made, the law requires
the decision-maker to determine if there is an unacceptable risk of abuse. Does s 140 apply to this determination, so as
to elevate the evidence required to meet the standard of proof? In Johnson v Page,131 it was argued on appeal that the
trial Judge had wrongly adopted such an approach. The Full Court, relying heavily on the analysis of Fogarty J,132
concluded the ordinary civil standard of proof applies at this stage.133 However, Fogarty J also made the following
comment in N v S:
The notion of 'unacceptable risk' must be assessed in light of the grave consequences of sexual abuse to a child's development, as
well as the effects of future contact with the party.134

Unfortunately, the Full Court did not consider what this statement might mean, in terms of the application of s 140.
Section 140(2) has three subsections, all of which must be considered. The High Court in M v M considered the 'nature
of the proceedings' when setting this test (before s 140 was enacted) by discussing the nature of the discretion in
parenting decisions; however, only s 140(2)(c) (the gravity of the matters alleged) is referred to by the Full Court in
Johnson v Page.135 Little attention is now paid to the rest of s 140 in family court cases involving CSA allegations. Is
it not arguable (and perhaps even more so since the introduction of s 60CC(2A)) that the nature of a parenting dispute
under Pt VII and the subject matter of the proceedings are such that s 140 does apply to elevate the standard of proof
required when making a finding of no unacceptable risk? In other words, shouldn't the court have to be satisfied by
very compelling evidence that a child will not be exposed to abuse?
It would be useful for the Full Court to consider in more detail how the burden of proof operates in these cases in light
of the totality of s 140. It certainly seems there is some confusion on the issue of the standard of proof in these cases.
In Gahen & Gahen,136 the Full Court took no issue with the following statement of the trial Judge, who found both that
the father had not sexually abused the child in question and that there was no unacceptable risk of abuse: 'The facts in
legal proceedings are binary. There's a burden of proof, or a standard of proof. If the standard of proof is not met, the
reverse is the probability'137 and 'if ... a factual issue in a case has to be decided one way or another ... if the burden is
not met then the binary nature of the proceedings means that the reverse is probably correct'.138 However, this makes
no sense, particularly if a higher civil standard of proof is being applied to a finding -- the failure to meet the standard of
proof for a finding of sexual abuse cannot mean it is probably correct to say that a child was not sexually abused.
Finally, there is something disturbing about a test that is always phrased in the negative (and very often a double
negative -- 'no unacceptable risk'). The power of language should not be overlooked. Although unconscious, what
comfort does a decision-maker derive by being able to cast an order as 'not giving rise to an unacceptable risk' -- rather
than as an order that gives rise to an acceptable risk of abuse (particularly where there is evidence consistent with
abuse)? At the very least, the potential for this formulation (which seems to run counter to s 60CC(2A)) to
unconsciously impact on how decisions are made should be considered.

The impact of legislative amendments
Section 60CG
From the time of M v M to 1996 the unacceptable risk test was a common law creature. Section 60CG was inserted into
the FLA in 1996,139 and now comes after the various considerations set out in s 60CC:
60CG Court to consider risk of family violence
(1)

In considering what order to make, the court must, to the extent that it is possible to do so consistently with the
child's best interests being the paramount consideration, ensure that the order:
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(a)
(b)

(a) is consistent with any family violence order; and
does not expose a person to an unacceptable risk of family violence.

(2)

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(b), the court may include in the order any safeguards that it considers
necessary for the safety of those affected by the order.

This section resulted from a recommendation of the Second Report of the Senate Legal and Constitutional Legislation
Committee, which considered the introduction of the 1996 reforms.140 The committee received a submission from the
Australian Law Reform Commission expressing concern about three sections, including proposed s 68K (now s 60CG),
to the effect they did not take sufficient account of the fact that the safety of the resident parent could not be separated
from the issue of the safety of the child.141 From the scant discussion, it seems the purpose of the revised s 68K was to
ensure third parties (particularly the resident parent) were not exposed to an unacceptable risk of family violence by the
making of a contact order between the child and the non-resident parent.142 This is reinforced by the terms of
s 60CG(2), which seems to be directed at those 'affected' by the order, as opposed to those the object of the order.
Further, other sections deal directly with how the court takes account of violence in respect of the child the subject of
proceedings; s 60CG is effectively redundant so far as the child is concerned. There was no recorded parliamentary
discussion about the adoption of the terminology 'unacceptable risk', nor any apparent conscious legislative decision to
give statutory force to the test. However, it is very likely the drafter drew on M v M in framing this section.
The Full Court has said nothing on the application or interpretation of this section,143 however case law supports the
conclusion it is predominantly being used to consider the safety of those other than the children the subject of
proceedings.144 Conversely, in relation to the appropriate test to be applied in CSA cases, and more generally in
relation to violence, decision-makers still refer routinely to M v M.145 While it seems s 60CG was not intended to act as
a broad statutory codification of the principle laid out in M v M, the words of the section are quite clear. They apply to
all persons (including the child) and they apply to family violence, which includes sexual abuse of children. We return
to this section in our later discussion.
Section 60CC(2A)
Until 2006 the FLA included one list of mandatory considerations relevant to the exercise of the best interests
discretion; no legislative priority was accorded to any factor.146 This best interests checklist was amended in 2006147
so that the benefit to a child of a meaningful relationship with both parents, and protection of children from abuse and
neglect, became 'primary' considerations with all other matters being assigned to a class of 'additional'
considerations.148 There was, however, nothing which explained how the two primary considerations were to be
weighed when in conflict with each other, which they invariably will be where violence or abuse towards a child by a
parent is alleged.
At the time of the 2006 amendments concern was expressed in some quarters that these provisions would weaken the
protection of women and children from violence; that is, the pro-shared parenting provisions in combination with other
new provisions would tend to outweigh protection from violence in favour of parent-child contact.149 As the result of
considerable evaluation and research into the effects of the 2006 amendments,150 the legislature has accepted these
concerns and amended the FLA, effective 7 June 2012.151 A new section, s 60CC(2A), has been inserted which says
that, when applying the two primary considerations, the court is to give greater weight to the primary consideration of
the need to protect the child from physical or psychological harm from being subjected to, or exposed to, abuse, neglect
or family violence.152 There is no discussion in parliamentary debate about these amendments in relation to CSA
allegations.153
What then has been the judicial interpretation of this new section? We argue that the judicial comment to date has not
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given sufficient weight to the significance of this amendment. For example, a number of decisions have suggested it is
not material whether s 60CC(2A) applies to a case, as protection of a child from abuse must in any event take priority
over maintaining parental ties.154 Equally, in Tyler & Sullivan,155 Watts J concluded, in the context of a case involving
a CSA allegation against a parent, that neither the 2006 nor the 2012 changes affected the test set out in M v M.156 In
Sawyer v Clancy (No 2),157 it was also assumed, though not in the context of CSA, that the unacceptable risk test
continues to apply post the 2012 amendments. However, notwithstanding s 60CC(2A), the judicial officer said
'[b]ecause the potential consequences of severing a worthwhile relationship, between the child and one of his or her
parents is potentially so detrimental to the child concerned, the termination of such a relationship is in most cases the
last resort'.158 Much was made of the fact that this was an interim decision, however, there is nothing in the legislation
to indicate that the approach is different for interim orders.
Concern over the judicial balancing of the two primary considerations was instrumental in leading to this amendment
and so it cannot be said that s 60CC(2A) is simply codification of judicial practice; comments like that in Sawyer
highlight the danger of not giving s 60CC(2A) any substance. The test in M v M hinges on the fact that there is a
balancing process; prior to the amendment, the balancing of the two primary considerations was a matter for judicial
discretion.159 The amendment makes clear that 'the need to protect the child' must always be given greater weight than
the other primary consideration. Thus, the relative weighting of the considerations is now not a judicial decision to be
made based on the facts of a particular case, it is the way the case must always be approached.160 Put bluntly, if the
protection of the child is in any way compromised to maintain parent/child contact, then the most weight has not been
given to protection from harm.
So, the amendment is not 'neutral' but that does not resolve the harder question of how it affects the decision-making
process. In considering the general impact of this new formulation it has been said that protection from violence and
abuse must be given 'priority over ... the consideration of the benefit of a meaningful relationship with both parents'161
and that 'the child's right to a meaningful relationship with a parent is subservient to the need to protect a child from
physical or psychological harm',162 In Ackerman v Ackerman,163 Brown FM included in his analysis of this section
reference to the relevant passages of the Explanatory Memorandum:
71
72

73

74

76

o

The recent changes ... regarding family violence, are significant ones. The key amendments are designed
to 'prioritise the safety of children in parenting matters'.
This does not mean that allegations of family violence are to be uncritically accepted or anything other
than closely scrutinised by the court...Nor does it mean that the court must disregard the benefit of a
child having a meaningful level of relationship with both parents, even in cases where there are concerns
pertaining to family violence.
The rational for the amendments is to safeguard children from coming to harm as a result of exposure to
family violence. Section 60CC(2)(A) [sic] makes this the court's priority, in cases where the protection of
children from harm, as a result of exposure to family violence, abuse or neglect is germane.
In the words of the relevant explanatory memorandum 'where child safety is a concern, this new
provision will provide the court with clear legislative guidance that protecting the child from harm is the
priority consideration.' Future protective issues for a child are the court's priority ...
Both of these considerations remain important, but neither is pre-eminent over the paramountcy principle
... Although in appropriate cases, child safety is to be given pre-eminence over parental relationship, the
best interests of the child concerned remain the most important consideration arising from the statutory
framework. In my view, what was said by the Full Court in B v B remains apposite:

'Ultimately it is a question of applying in a common sense way the individual section so as to achieve the
best interests of the children in a particular case.'
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In their recent research on judicial responses to the 2012 amendments, Strickland and Murray characterise Brown FM's
comments164 as confirming violence does not act as some kind of 'trump' such that the benefit of meaningful
parent/child relationships can be ignored.165 However, Brown FM's interpretation arguably overlooks the significance
of s 60B(1)(b) which begins with the words '[t]he objects of this Part are to ensure that the best interests of the child are
met by ...' (emphasis added). This provides an interpretative context which, when read with s 60CC(2A), might be said
to require that a court approaches matters on the basis that the child's best interests will be promoted, first and foremost,
by protecting that child. Thus, a child's best interests are inextricably linked to, and cannot be divorced from, its safety;
we would caution against reverting to pre-amendment sentiments about applying the sections in a 'common sense' way
which may weaken the very obvious intent, and specific wording, of this new provision.
In Elrasheed & McGrieve, Forrest J had this to say on the role of s 60CC(2A):
Where [sexual abuse] is found to have occurred or to be occurring, then the weight to be given to the need to protect a child or
children from that abuse must, necessarily, be greater than the weight given to the benefit to the child or children of having a
meaningful relationship with the parent who is the abuser ...166

This formulation has the danger of limiting the application of the section, which is not predicated on a finding of abuse.
In this context, we note the comment of Parkinson in discussing this new provision, that when there is a case with
'significant child protection issues' (emphasis added) protection of abuse should be prioritised.167 We would caution
against adding any gloss to the section; if, on the evidence, child protection is an issue, it must always be prioritised.
Prior to 2006 there was a legislative reluctance to constrain judicial discretion in relation to parenting orders; the fact of
the creation of two tiers of relevant considerations was therefore a significant legislative shift. As Murphy J has noted,
an allegation of CSA is relevant not only under the primary considerations, but also many of the 'additional
considerations';168 however, the fact that child safety is now a primary consideration is important as a matter of
statutory interpretation.169 Parliament has gone a step further and said, of the two primary considerations, protection
from harm must always be given greater weight. If anything, this is a stronger legislative imperative than the creation
of the two tiers, given that prior to this amendment the Full Court had accepted that, in the circumstances of a particular
case, more weight could be given to an additional consideration than a primary consideration.170 This amendment puts
protection from violence and abuse in a special category as it were, as it surely follows from s 60CC(2A) that the need
to protect children must be given greater weight than all additional considerations as well.171 In the words of the
explanatory memorandum noted above, it is now 'the' priority consideration; that is, nothing can take priority over this
consideration. Unlike Parkinson, we do not consider that the introduction of s 60CC(2A) modifies the prior emphasis of
the provisions 'only a little'.172
On this point, we note Parkinson's argument that the primary and additional considerations are different in kind, and so
there is no hierarchy as such between them.173 His position rests on the basis that the primary considerations in essence
reflect and emphasise two of the objects of Pt VII; he argues the primary considerations are the destination and the
additional considerations provide the route. Objects and principles sections are interpretive in function.174 While the
primary considerations may reflect two of the objects of Pt VII, there must logically be some substantive legal
significance in making some considerations 'primary', over and above emphasising the objects, which themselves are
included to assist with the interpretation of all of the substantive provisions. The mandated considerations are simply
that -- considerations that must be taken into account when exercising this discretion. They determine the evidence that
needs to be led in the case and now give some indication as to weight. By their very nature the two tiers of
considerations are not different in kind; if anything, the fact of overlap between them argues against this (just as there
can be overlap between additional considerations).175 The categorisation of these factors, however, provides direction
as to the weight that might generally be attached to the evidence that is led and this approach is evident in the
decision-making of the court. This approach is further supported by the Explanatory Memorandum which says '[t]he
intention of separating these factors into two tiers is to elevate the importance of the primary factors ...' and which then
goes on to talk about the weighting of primary versus additional considerations.176 However, even if Parkinson's
interpretation were correct, s 60CC(2A) has much to say about what the court's destination should be.
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There has been some judicial recognition of the important impact of s 60CC(2A). In Rivas & Stephen,177 Brown J had
this to say:
as a consequence of all the factors outlined above, it may be impossible, for a court, to determine definitively whether any abuse ...
has occurred ... However, given the structure of Part VII of the [FLA], particularly its emphasis on protecting children from the
consequences of any form of abuse, the court cannot disregard such allegations or disregard their seriousness because of
evidentiary difficulties, which arise as a consequence of the court trying to establish the truth or otherwise of the allegations ...178

A position that accommodates what the Full Court has said to date about the relationship of primary and additional
considerations, and which incorporates s 60CC(2A), would be as follows. In exercising its discretion, where there is
evidence of harm the court must:
o
o

o

So far as is possible, make orders that seek to ensure the protection of the child from harm in light of the
evidence of harm.
Of the remaining factors, generally place most weight on the benefit to a child from having meaningful
relationships with both parents but may, where the facts require it, place as much, or more, weight on an
additional consideration, and
Adopt the same approach whether the matter is an interim or final hearing.179

A case recently decided, though not subject to s 60CC(2A), which adopts this overall approach to the evidence before
the court is Tree J's decision in Lett & Lett.180 Here, the judge decided the evidence did not reach the required standard
for a finding of sexual abuse, but then made a clear, separate and detailed assessment of the evidence of sexual abuse
with a view to deciding whether it was sufficiently strong to require protective measures be put in place. Naturally,
those two assessments looked at the evidence in different ways:
Notwithstanding the grave nature of the finding and the consequences of doing so, I am nonetheless satisfied to the requisite
standard that the father is an unacceptable risk of sexual harm to B. I so conclude principally because of the substantial likelihood
of abuse having occurred, and because of the fact that the disclosures are consistent repeated behaviour, and because the impact of
childhood sexual abuse is potentially so severe and long lasting.181

This is not a decision based on a 'lingering doubt' but an assessment of the true strength of the evidence of abuse, freed
from any leaning toward a conclusion that, having found the abuse couldn't be proved, parental contact should be given
priority.
Thus, we argue the current legislative formulation creates a very clear hierarchy for weighting considerations and the
evidence led in relation thereto. The first and pre-eminent question for the court is how to craft parenting orders that
protect the child in light of the evidence of physical or psychological harm. The court cannot balance that against the
benefit of contact -- to do so would mean that the most weight was not accorded to protection from harm. Further, no
additional consideration can outweigh the protection of the child.182 The question for the decision-maker becomes: in
light of the evidence relevant to physical or psychological harm, am I satisfied I have protected the child from future
physical or psychological harm.
The impact of s 60CC(2A) on CSA cases

One effect of the operation of s 60CC(2A) must be that an approach to a CSA case which treats false positives as
equally concerning as false negatives will now result in an appealable error. The words of the section are clear. As the
Family Court's task is not to protect parental rights, the perceived problem of a false negative can only (legitimately) be
that it may deprive a child of a full relationship with their parent. At the very least, therefore, this amendment can be
seen to make the point that the court is not permitted to approach CSA cases with scepticism, on the 'qui vive' for false
allegations and downplaying the very real dangers of false negatives.
The next question is what impact, if any, this amendment has on the unacceptable risk test (leaving aside for the
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moment the impact of s 60CG). We have argued that, regardless of this amendment, there are cogent reasons for
abandoning this test. Section 60CC(2A) adds weight to that argument. The test espoused in M v M rests on the notion
of 'balancing' the risk of abuse against the potential benefits of parent/child contact. As outlined above, this balancing
task is no longer 'at large' as it was when that case was decided; the FLA now specifies how those competing
considerations must be balanced. This arguably undermines the basis of the test as set out in M v M.
So, in the hard CSA cases, the question now demanded of the court is no more, or less, than this: given the evidence of
abuse, what orders will best protect this child from being exposed or subjected to abuse in the future? The court must be
satisfied, in making its orders, that it has so protected the child. This may seem a subtle shift, but we would argue it is
an important one that has the potential to affect outcomes by shifting attention away from a 'finding' as to unacceptable
risk or otherwise. This may very well be a more difficult decision to make than applying the unacceptable risk test.
However, the required legislative process cannot be simplified by attaching to the proof of abuse such significance that
it ultimately becomes the determinant of what orders are made. Rather, the court must take the evidence it has, give
greatest weight to the evidence that indicates the child needs protection from abuse and if appropriate, frame orders with
a view to protecting the child from abuse; then, if possible and appropriate, the court must try to ensure any benefit to
the child through a relationship with the parent is preserved. However, if that is not possible, then protection from harm
takes precedence.
In N v S, Fogarty J said:
Thus, the essential importance of the unacceptable risk question as I see it is in its direction to judges to give real and substantial
consideration to the facts of the case, and to decide whether or not, and why or why not, those facts could be said to raise an
unacceptable risk of harm to the child. Thus, the value of the expression is not in a magical provision of an appropriate standard,
but in its direction to judges to consider deeply where the facts of the particular case fall, and to explain adequately their findings in
this regard.183

That sentiment is not wholly inconsistent with what we are proposing, however, it possibly underestimates the dangers
of the test, which his Honour has articulated elsewhere;184 moreover, in light of s 60CC(2A) there is new direction as to
the weight to be given to those crucial facts.
As the High Court all but predicted, by attempting to capture what is required in a 'test' the court has striven 'for a
greater degree of definition than the subject is capable of yielding'. No test is required in the first place. Further,
s 60CC(2A) mandates a different process of decision-making and reinforces the inappropriateness of an unacceptable
risk test.
Finally, how does s 60CG sit with this analysis? If that section gives statutory force to this test then that creates a rather
confusing situation. If it is the case that this section was intended to apply to those other than the relevant child(ren),
then the section should be reframed in that way. However, this raises an important issue: why would we afford any
lesser priority to the protection of third parties from abuse than children? That is, should the protection from harm of all
relevant persons be included in s 60CC(2A) and if that were done how would that sit with the paramountcy principle?
This is a very important question185 beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to say, our analysis above would suggest
that s 60CG should be amended to clarify its application and to eliminate any reference to 'unacceptable' risk.

Where to from here?
No doubt the first instinct of many will be to assume this article is arguing in favour of more readily suspending contact
with fathers against whom allegations of CSA are made. However, that is not the case. First, we do not take the view
that all children abused by a parent are better off having no contact with their abuser. Some abused children may
welcome and benefit from being raised in an environment in which they can be safe and have a relationship with both
of their parents. Nor do we assume that the hard cases necessarily involve abuse of a child by a parent. However, the
seriousness of this matter, the hysteria it seems to generate, the myths that still gain traction in the ongoing debate and
the no doubt traumatising effect of going to trial in these cases, all suggest something needs to change.
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All of these cases involve families suffering from dysfunction. One option, as recently discussed by Faulks J,186 is an
alternative decision-making body. As his Honour rightly points out, proposals of this kind do not address a range of
difficulties that would still exist precisely because, at the end of the day, the family is subjected to a decision-making
process. However, his Honour concludes by saying 'in the end, it is about justice'.187 In fact, it is all about finding a
way forward for these families that protects children and furthers their interests without discounting the rights and
interests of other family members. A more fruitful solution, we suggest, would lie in thinking further about special case
management and diversion of these cases, beyond that which is already offered,188 to reduce the number of cases that
end up at trial and to expedite those that do. If we could resist the appeal of the adversarial and move to a truly different
model, there is the potential to provide much better solutions for these families, expensive though that may be. Like
Parkinson, we lament the approach of government which focuses on amendment to the FLA to solve problems, rather
than putting more resources into support processes and services for affected families.189
But some cases will proceed to a determination, and pre-trial processes need to be supported by a judicial
decision-making climate that focusses first on child protection, not shared parenting. Abandoning the unacceptable risk
test may make decision-making harder. While there are dangers in adopting an inappropriate test for resolving these
disputes, we do not suggest that rectifying this judicial process will 'solve' the problems these families are facing, but it
may result in more children being protected from sexual abuse. Further, it may help focus pre-trial negotiations on
assessing the evidence of abuse and focusing on how a protective parenting arrangement can be structured through
agreement, rather than driving towards a court battle to try and resolve the question of the fact of the abuse.
We particularly caution against the ongoing rhetoric that 'the problem' in this area is false allegations, not protection of
children from abuse; this unjustified fear has the potential to distort decision-making. Section 60CC(2A) demands that
decision-makers put first and foremost the protection of children. This is the court's remit. If the court is presently well
placed to deal with anything, it is false allegations of sexual abuse. There is little evidence it is well placed to protect
children from abuse; this is an intransigent problem societally. If a matter cannot be resolved and proceeds to a
determination, the court must fulfil its obligations under the statutory regime and be wary of super-imposed 'tests' that
undermine that role, however intuitively attractive they may seem.
Finally, it is vitally important that research be undertaken in this area, to inform decisions about how best to move
forward. The sensitive nature of this topic may be part of the reason for the paucity of pertinent data, but given the
prevalence of CSA, its serious consequences for victims and the consequences for all concerned where allegations are
fabricated or misunderstood, it is imperative that myths are dispelled and some baseline data is obtained, which would
both inform the development, and permit evaluation of, much needed reforms. While Magellan has been evaluated from
a process point of view, we know nothing of what becomes of these families. Family law is one legal area where we
have embraced the value of research data; for the sake of these families we need to turn our gaze to this difficult area.
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